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UNM. To Bu1ld
Dental Building
With BEFOK

UNM has been given permissionto finance a $1.65 million dental-.
hygiene building with its share of
the $25 million ed,ucational bond
issue.
The approval of the building,was
given by the Board of Educational
Finance in a unanimous decisio.n
Saturday.
.
.
Damon Tobias, president of the
Associated Students of UNM, who ·
represents New Mexico's student
· population as a non-voting member.
of the board, was not present at the

f

among the universities,'; Price said: ·
Price said the bond issue has not
been sold yet; and that he does not
know when the rest of the $5
million for this year will be given
out.
The board makes its decision by
evaluating the long-range plans and
priorities drawn up by the individual universities each year, he
said. The board gives -the money to
the university it considers has the
most need.

The BEF approved the use of bond f~nds tor the cohstruction of the UNM dental
hygiene building in a meeting Saturday.

meeting~

The BEF also approved UNM's
Bids for the . building's con- long-range construction plan for its
struction will begin within the next Gallup branch. The branch is now
few weeks, said Jess Price, UNM's · eligible for $689,000 in statedirector of information. The construction monies: The receipt ot'
building will house classrooms, the money depend~ on. whether a
offices, and laboratories for the $2.75 million bond issue to help
dental-hygiene department. It will finance the construction is passed
be built on the North Campus.
by the McKinley County vo~ers.
The building is also slated for use
as a facility where those wishing to
become dentists and dental
· hygienists can take their state board
_ exams. Plans for using the building

Photo bv Phyllis Kuehner

Dental Hvgiene. Building Passes...
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·a· ·up . ra_ nc _ .Expa·nsion·A·dopted

also being made.
, By. Susan Walton..
The bond issue from which the
University will get funds to finance
}he UNM Regents Friday
the project was approved in a voter adopted a long~range plan for the
refer~ndum on Nov. 2, 1976. The expansion of the Gallup Branch of
issue provided $17 million for UNM ~nd approved phase-one of
construction and $8 million for the plan.
. The Regents also granted an
equipment to be divided within the
next three years among all New indefinite leave of absence for Alex
· Mexico institutions of higher Mercure, associate provost for
education. "Each year, $3.6 million . community and. tegional· affairs,
for construction and $1.4 million who will. leave UNM at the end of
for ., equipmeQ.t will .be divided the month to join the C~rter ·ad-
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"We chose not to raise the cost
to students and don't expect to
raise the cost ··this semester, ••
IJaker said.
"We do pay more for coffee
than most. other institutions
because the coffee company furnishes the urns and provides
maintenance on those urns."
A small cup of coffee at the
SUB costs 20. cents and a large
cup costs 30 cents, with no refills.
George•Prindiville, directQr of
dining services at La Posada
dining hall, said La Posada takes
bids for coffee every six months
and signs six-month contracts.
The last contract was for $1.89 a
pound and ended in December.
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election on the bond iss~e.
!ai
State funds ·will .pay for the ~;·
additional 'money needed to make ~~.up the total $3,439,000 ne<;essary If~
.for the completion of the first. phase.
Chester Travelstead, UNM
provost, said, "The Gallup budget
is separate; funding will not be
taken from the main campus
funds."
. The phase one expansion for
Gallup. ~ill include. a $2,422,000
.
Travelstead'
<"tbl~nt... buikling, iuii816~SOO
Senale;
..
the
J~,egent~
.wq~ld post,.
. ;:~~~~~;t~~n:J~~t·!~~~~f:n:~~;
pone the tennis· matter in case any
question should arise about action
existing buildings.
taken
by the Regents.
Hall said· proposed curriculum
Anne
Jordan and Henry
additions include: welding, hotelmotel
management,
auto Jaramillo were technically the only·
mechanics, instrumentation (in- fully confirmed members of the
dustrial), drafting and design, and Regents. There has been no word
an associate of arts in law en- from Gov. Jerry Apodaca as to
whom he will appoint to fill the
·forcement.
vacancy
left by the resignation of
UNM President WH!iam Davis
Albert
Simms.
said he would wait until
Horn referred to the Campus
Travelstead's replacement for
Planning
Committee a memo from
provost takes over before any
William
Gross,
dean of the College
action is taken regarding the
of
Engineering,
about
solar energy.
replacement of Mercure.
The·
memo
mentioned
the
The Regents postponed action on
possibility
of
UNM
considering
the
the Tennis Foundation, to be built
requirement
that
all
buildings
being
on UNM's South Campus until its
planned for construction in the
· next meeting.
Calvin Horn said that since he future contain provisions for
and Colleen Maloof had not been heating and cooling by solar
confirmed as Regents by the State energy.

ministration as assistant· secretary
of agriculture.
·
The . Gallup Branch expansion
will allow the branch to meet
demands in the area, Calvin Hall,
director of the branch, said.
Hall said ~ proposal would be
submitted to the GalluP.-McKinley
County Board of Education calling
for a $2.75 million bond issue to
help finance the ex'pansion. He said
May 3 is the tentative dat.e for the
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By Teresa Coin
The price of coffee on the
grocer's shelf has skyrocketed
about 20 per. cent. over the last two
weeks and is expected to continue
to rise. But if you drink coffee on
campus, you probably wori't have
to worry abdut .the increase until
May.
· Last week Betty Baker,
.assistant to the food service
manager of the New Mexico
Union, bought 100 cases of coffee
(24 pounds each) at $2.23 a pound
and she said she expects the 100
cases to last until the end of the
semester.
In September,· coffee for the
· SUB cost $2.04 a pound.
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The same contractor wanted a
20 per cent increase, but La

Posada accepted another bid that
only increased the price ten per
cent. The price is only guaranteed
for one month, Prindiville said.
. Prindiville is not limiting the
amount of coffee students can
drink, but has made five more
beverages available to encourage
students to drink less coffee.
Off campus, prices are beginning to reflect the increase in
wholesale prices.
A cup of coffee at the Bison
Tentative Coffee House on Corneli 'now costs 40 cents with two
refills, raised two weeks ago from
30 cents.
"We've asked the waitresses to
push tea,'' said Matt Owens,
manager of the coffee house.
Tea at the Bison Tentative sells
at 30 cents for a small pot (two to
three cups) and 50 cents for a
large pot (five to six cups).
The Posh. Bagel on Central still
charges five cents for a cup of
coffee with the purchase of 25 .
cents or more (15 cents without
purchase) and refills cost five cents.
"We've talked about raising
prices but nothing is definite,"
said Laura Casselman, manager
of the Posh Bagel.
''it's always cost us money to
serve five-cent coffee but it's a
good way to get business."
The Lobo Grill, adjacent to the
Lobo Campus Pharmacy on Central, charges 30 cents for' a cup of
coffee with two refills to anyone
just drinking coffee. Coffee with
a meal also costs 30 cents but has
unlimited refills, · said Kerry
Morris, manager of the grill.
The Lobo Grill is planning to
install ·a tea-brewing system with
unlimited refiJls to discourage
customers from drinking coffee. ·
. The pharmacy also offers a free
cup of coffee or a soft drink when
you fill a prescription with them.

Econ·omy Top lssu~

On Mondale. Trip
BRUSSELS, Belgium-Vice President Walter Mondale, armed with the
"complete confidence" of President Carter and a presidential-size agenda,
said Sunday his nine-day world trip will focus on problems that need quick
solutions, including stalemated strategic arms talks and trade
negotiations.
Talking with reporters on Air Force Two during the seven-hour flight
from Washington, Mondale said there are a number of common problems
the United States and its allies share ''that will be better handled the
quicker we get started.'' ·
"Economics is up front as an-issue," Mondale said. "All of our nations
are suffering from inflation and unemployment and if we could work
cooperatively on the solution of.these problems, we'll all be able to do a
better job.''
Other subjects of mutual concern to the United States and the foreign
capitals he will visit during the nine-day trip-Brussels, Bonn, Rome, London, Paris and Tokyo-include energy, East-West and North-South
dialogues, multilateral trade, the SALT talks and European troop strength
negotiations, nuclear proliferation and diplomatic problem areas such as
Cyprus and the Middle.East.
Mondale was met at the airport by the Belgian and North Atlantic
Treaty Organization protocol chiefs, the protocol head of the European
Economic Community Executive Commission, U.S. NATO Ambassador
Robert Strausz-Hupe, U.S. EEC Ambassador Dean Hinton and charge
John Renner.
The vice president, who shed his suit and tie in favor of blue jeans, a
flannel shirt and tennis shoes aboard the official jet,. said he felt wellbriefed and ready for the top-level talks.
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CAIRO (UPI)-President Anwar
0 Sadat said Sunday recent food price.
.0
0 riots were part of a campaign ·to
-l undermine Ara\l unity and weaken
>.
Arab negotiating position at
:; the
peace
talks with Israel,
0
Sadat
-ordered "a radical and
0
u
overall
solution" to Egypt's
·;:c
ailments that would not
::; economic
lead to price hikes and said his
~ nation will continue seeking "a just
z and honorable .settlement (with
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Gl"ad Students! Graduate Student
orriCC Hours: Mon-Tues, 10:30-5:00,
Wed.-~ IO:JO..J:10. GSA, Room 248, SUO,
Phooe277-ll0l.
A..~-

ASUNM is sponsoring a pottery-throwing
worbhop bczirming Tues. J11n. 2.5 at II a.m, in SUB
ba!iCIIIeN. ..
Joe Lcddtts will :!ipeak for the Christian Medical
Socid:y Tues•• Jan 2S al noon in rm. 301 in the Basic
McdScinooellldr;.
Darid Summc:ts will speak on the EPRI Sol11r
Tues., Jan, 25 at 3;30 in
theCbmlical En&inecringBidg,rm.l07.
Uca~iaz.and Cooling Project
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He said he will deal "very firmly" with "deviators and
·saboteurs" and ordered a new ban
against strikes and demonstrations
"because they threaten the people's
production and property."
"The people's food and clothes
should not be touched," Sadat
said.
The president spoke at a meeting
Sunday with aides on the riots
against food price hikes last week.
that killed 79 persons and lcdto the
arrest of 1,000 others, many of
whom authorities said were
Communist sympathizers.
During the meeting, Sadat said,
"These subversive incidents should
not be regarded within the purely
domestic framework, but as part of
the continuous attempts to abort
the great victory of October (the
1973 Arab-Israeli War).
·
"In this respect they are linked to
the attempts directed against the
Arabs in Sudan and Lebanon," he
said, referring to July's abortive
coup attempt against Sudanese
President" Jaafar NUmeiry. The
attempt was blamed on Libya at the
time.
The price riots have led to new
stresses in Cairo's relations with the
Libyans and Soviets.
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I An independent nationwide ~
I newsweekly with informal tion you won't find anywhere i
I
else.
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For Sale At
i
I Living Batch Bookstore [
I
2406 Central S·E·
!
i Salt of the Earth Bookstore \
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The AI Ahram newspaper said
demonstrators in Tripoli, Libya,
hurled stones, bricks and "incendiary material" at ti)e Egyptian
Embassy Sunday and police
ignored the Embassy's request for
protection.

"It seems (Libyan leader Col.
Moammar) Khadafy's government
received instructions from Moscbw
to organize this demonstration and
carried out the orders," the
newspaper quoted an Arab
diplomat as saying.

Train Crash
Kills
Bolivians
··•
LA PAZ, Bolivia (UPI)-A
Bolivian passenger train derailed
and overturned in the desolate .
Eastern Andes Mountains, railroad
officials said Sunday. At least 30
persons died and 85 were injured.
Many of the wounded, evacuated
by helicopter to Cochabamba
shortly after the accident Saturday,.
were in critical condition and not
expected to survive, hospital
authorities said.
First reports from the national
railroad corporation attributed the
accident to damage to the roadbed
caused by torrential rains in Central
Bolivia, but the explanation could
not be confirmed.
Railroad officials denied reports
the derailment was caused by a
drunken train engineer, but they
attributed it to human error.
Witnesses described the scene of
the accident near the train station at
Banderani, 36 miles frorn
Cochabamba, as terrifying, with
most of the passenger cars overturned and several. completely
'"-·- ..
destroyed.
. . , _. • .
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By United Press International

Veteran Threatens Carter
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.-A 52-year-old disabled veteran was
scheduled to appear before a federal magistrate Monday on charges
of threatening President Carter's life, a federal offense.
The secret service said Travis Griffin of Gadsden, Ala., was
arrested at his home Friday night by Etowah County Sheriff's
deputies after he reportedly threatened the President in a conference
telephone call to two reporters and two local authorities.
A spokesman for the secret service, which requested the arrest, said
Griffin was upset by Carter's blanket pardon for Vietnam-era draft
evaders.
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Energy Crisis Hits Ohio
COLUMBUS, Ohio-Gov. James Rhodes declared a statewide
natural gas emergency Sunday and legislative leader.s called the
general assembly into special session Tuesday to deal with the worst
energy crisis in Ohio history.
Rhodes declared the emergency after a private, hour-long meeting
with legislative leaders and most of his cabinet officers.
The order broadens a statewide energy alert he declared in an
executive order last week,
Rhodes did not mandate any conservation measures but left open
the possibility he may make severe energy conservation measures
mandatory unless residential consumers voluntarily cooperate with
the program he outlined.

ir
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BCMC Lease To Be Considered

UNM President William E. Davis
suggested a special meeting with the
Bernalillo County Medical Center
Board of Trustees, Bernalillo
County Commissioners and UNM
Regents to "specially consider" a .
lease agreement for the transfer of
BCMC to UNM. The suggestion
was made at the BCMC Board of
Trustees meeting Friday.
_
Davis said that "exploratory
meetings" with some county
commissioners, trustees and regents
had taken place but he did not
elaborate. Work is still continuing
on the details of the specific lease
proposal said UNM Attorney Peter
Rask.
BCMC's trustees ordered a fiveyear financi<ll forecast last month
to tie in with a BCMC study on
transferring the county-owned,
UNM-operated, facility to UNM.
The proposal is b.!!S.~d on r~cent
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financial
difficulties. Hospital
administrator Mike Cancelosi
reported to the. BCMC Trustee
Board that "July I we must come
up with dollars we can't identify, or
begin cutting programs. The
prospect is grim."
A report of the hospital's liaison
budget committee said that this
year's projected deficit of $127,000
could be financed by other cash
balances. "Substantial" deficits for
the next five years, however, would
have to be financed by direct appropriations.
Operating deficits are projected
to be as high as $1.1 million by next
fiscal year. By 1982, the report said,
it is estimated,the operating deficits 1982 are $3.3 million and $4.7
will reach $2.1 million. Taking into million respectively.
account the addition- of capital
The committee's report also said
expenditures and a debt of more
than $1 million to the uH•v~ .• ,.,.y, that the deficits result f(om "two
fundamental problems· in BCMC's
the
ected

'

financial structure." The problems
are teaching costs (since BCMC is
the main teaching facility for UNM
medical schools) and the 4-millevy
tax
which

Photo byWondsll T,

has not been raised for at least 16
years. "Increased costs that can
reasonably be passed on to other
patients and financial spopsors can
not be passed on in the case of
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Comedian Asks Investigation

2608 Central SE

INDIANAPOLIS-Comedian-activist Dick Gregory says he has
started a new hunger strike to demonstrate to President Carter the
need for more intensive investigations into the assassinations of
President John Kennedy and Martin Luther King.
.
Gregory said his fast would last throughout the next four years, if
necessary. The disclosure followed his appearance Saturday at a ProLife meeting.
·
He told some 125 persons attending the gathering that advocates of
abortion use arguments that America has an overpopulation problem .
as "a smoke screen" to justify their cause.
He said the country actually has no problem with overpopulation.
"Opponents of the unborn urge sterilization, use of the pill and other
birth control methods,'' he said. "If this fails, they tell women their
salvation is abortion."

Dairy Queen* braziec
has it all
Food and Dessert
•A~g. U.S. Pat. 011., Am. D.O. Corp. lc) Copyright 1975, Am. 0.0. Corp.

Regular Size
SUNDAES
for the price of one
With this coupon
Valid only at 2300 Central or 12th & 1-40

Turkey Blamed tor Murder ..
'LbNboJ'I:.....j. Se):ret Couricit of Europe report" on.Cypius.amo.tinfs

, ·.
to massive indictment'ofthe Turkish government fof rriili-"der; rape'
."
"and looting by its ·army during the 1974 Turkish invasion of the ·
· island,~the Times reportecj_Sunday.
·
The newspaper said allegations rnacte by the Cyprus government '
against Turkey include systematic killings Of civilians who were not ·
involved in the fighting, repeated rapes of Gi·eek-Cypriot women, often -brutally and in public, torture and humiliating treatment of hun.
dreds of prisoners, including children, and extensive looting and plunder.
'
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With Any Purchase
With This Coupon
Good for January 24 and 25

Exiles Suspected in Plot
LAGOS, Nigeria-Former President Emile Zinsou, now living in
exile in Paris, and II other Benin nationals have been declared suspects in an abortive invasion attempt to overthrow Benin's extreme leftist
regime, a Benin government official said Sunday.
The official, interviewed at the Nigerian border town of ldiroko,
said Zinsou plotted the invasion with the collaboration of White mercenaries.
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With Any Purchase

··~o~from Yoi<P~k

25c Off Any Purchase
Please Bring Your Coupon, Expires Jan. 31

2216 Central S.E.-265-5986
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ues.ls UNM

Mr. Ste.ak
1400 San Pedro NE

As a woman Air Force ROTC
student, you compete for' your
commission on the ·same
footing as the men in your
cluss. And Iuter on you wear
the same insignia.
There arc two·year, three-yeor,
und four-yeur scholurship progr:tms avuilnble to help you get

there .. If you enroll in the fouryear Air Force ROTC program
youul~o qu1tlify to compete for
11 >cholarship for the remaining
two or three years as a cndet.
Tuition is covered, fees are
puid, te~tbook cosis reimbursed
... plus $100 u month, Lllx free.

Contact Dept. Of Aerospace Studies
1901 Los Lomas. 277-4602

The Ra~bit
Dealer..

268-7895

AT

ent Day

25°/o DISCOUNT

STUDENT
DISCOUNT
Available on the purchase of any regularly priced new or used car from
University Volkswagen. This coupon mustbe presented to
Student
Ken Tomlinson to be valid.
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Editorial
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When You're Hot ...

Q
0

Fighting
Back

"

Why, if the White House is 65 degrees warm, do we have to
sweat in classrooms here at UNM?
We know it is possible for the University to control the heat on
campus. We discovered that fact over Thanksgiving break.
•
Unfortunately, pipes broke due to unexpectedly cold weather
and because the heat was turned down all over campus.
:il' Americans have notoriously ignored the possibility of shorta_ges.
0.. But the energy crisis-the rapidly decreasing amount of fuel-is
one shortage we must not ignore.
The University level is a good place to bring this point home. If
we sit in cold classes, with sweaters or coats on, we will begin to
learn how to live in the winter at temperatures under 72 degrees.
Perhaps we will take this experience home with us. and voluntarily
turn down our own thermostats.
We urge the University to find some way to lower the steam in
the old buildings on campus which do not have thermostats, and
we urge them to turn the temperatures in classrooms down to 65
degrees.
•
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By Rebekah Szymanski

·~·

BEF Attendance

Library Employees Unionism Meeting
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LettedJ;o the editor .•.
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
typewl"Itten and double s~aced.
Sender's name, address and phqne number must be included
with the letter or it will not be considered for publication.
Names will be withheld only by agreement with the editor, in
peF.s,on.
.
.
.
. . . , ".
Opinions...
.
.
.
.
Opinions are unsolicited, s~g?ed, guest editorial~ ~~I~h do
not necessarily reflect the opmwn of the LOBO. Opmwns .may
be any length but are subject to editing for space limitations.
Opinions should include address and. phone number.
Both letters to the editor an'd opiriion·s are subject to editing
for length and for possibly libelous content. Letters. may be
mailed to the LOBO, P.O. Box; 20, UNM, 87131 or delivered to
the LOBO newsroorn,.room 138, Marron Hall.

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
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Editor:
Ouring a recent meeting for
library employees held on Jan.
14, Mr. Phillip Alarid gave a
"neutral" presentation on
unionism for public employees.
Mr. Alarid, however, failed to
outline the current election
procedures for a union to be

recognized as the
bargaining agent.

Optimistic Carter Opinion
Clashes With Appointment

ANYON/3
FAMOIJS? IT's
FOR YOUR.
NAM&7i'/@.

\

Unsigned editorials represent a
majority opinion of the Daiiy LOBO
Staff. All other columns, cartoons
and fetters represent the opinibn of
the author arid do not necessarily
reflect the 1./ie'NS of the staff,

Editor-in-Chief
Susan Walton
$ports Editor
Dave Belling

"A labor organization shall be
recognized by the University as
the e x'c Ius i v e bargain in g
representative of the emplouees
[sic] in the unit if in excess of 50
per cent of the employees
eligible to vote do so in favor of
the labor or~anization."

are board members of IBM.
This, however, is not the
Although I voted for Carter, I now realize that there is an ugly
case. Mr. Alarid either is simply
side to him that we must all combat, it citizens anymore can alter
uninformed or he deliberately
government in this country. Otherwise, there'll be more and deeper
distorted. the facts; we can only
trouble.
[)avid Kirkpatrick hope it is not the latter.
Raul Huerta, Chairperson
UNM AFSCME Organizing
P.S. As a newcomer to Albuquerque, I am very impressed with
Comm.
the attitude and breadth of coverage you offer.

Reporters
Wanted

Beautiful things often have a short lite span. A
flower blooms one day and fades the next. The ·
melodious tunes of a musical play are soon
fol:owed by revving motors and exhaust fumes.
For the sake of the University community,
would hope that such film programming could
be as common to student life as standing in line
and filling out forms. But while 1t IS available, I
would suggest, as Janis already hilS, ">JCt 1t while
you can."
J, Speer

Editorial Board

Labor Management Relations
1973 Edition, Section E. Elections:

Mr. Alarid presented th.e older
much easier procedure to cer·
Editor:
.
. . .
tify a union, which required 60
·. Your P.aper Jhurs.d~y "·contained !:!?th ·?, gene~ally optli)1JStlc ·per·cent·of the employees in the
lna~~ura!lon Day_ opm•oQ_:and a he~dhn.e, CC?,rr.'mn~~e ~pprov~~ ... bargaining' Unit ·voting,· with a
Bell.
,
.
·
'
majority of those voting in' favor
1 too want to be optimistic about Carter, but let's not forget that of the question a uniori would
Griffin Bell, his nominee for Attorney General, was the Federal b
· d, Th'ls means
.
dh d b
e recogn1ze .
,
Court Judge who once ru)e d t h at J u I1an 8 on
a
een proper1Y
· , bl · th t 31. e.. r cent of
... h · G
... L · 1
f
h'
t'
· ·
.
conce1va y, a
p .
e~cluded f ro.~ t e eorg1a eg1s ature or Js an 1-war, antJ-racJst the em loyees in the bar~aining
v 1ews, a decJsJon that later was overturned by the Supreme Court.
. t P 1d b ·
n eeded
(See Anthony Lewis in New York Times, late December.)
· u ~ 1 .c 0 tu UNMfl n g
.
un1on1sm o
•
. hat t h ree o t Carter ,s ca b'met nommees
Another notab Ie fact 1st

Editor:
After perusing the full page SUB film
schedule, and comparing it to what other movie
theaters are offering, it clearly provides, tor price,
quality, and variety, the best mov1e outlet in
AlbuqUerque.
I Bli6
YOU!<.

exclusive

For the sake of clarity, and
since Mr. Alarid denied that this
is the procedure during the
meeting, here is the disputed
procedure taken from the
University of New Mexico,

SUB Theatre
Offers the Best
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We find it disappointing that [)amon Tobias did not attend the
Board of Educational Finance IBEF) meeting here at UNM last
weekend.
Tobias, the ASUNM president,, is one of two state university
student body presidents who are non-voting members of the
·Board. The meeting included discussion about UNM dental
hygiene building finances.
We feel Tobias (who apparently has not missed any of the outof-town BEF meetings) should try to attend meetings of this sort in
the future.

Managing Editor
Karen Moses
Arts and Media Editor
Lynda Sparber

News Editor
Tim Gallagher

The LOBO is in need of more repor·
ters.
The best qualifications for being a
reporter are: a working knowledge of
and love for the Englis.h language, an !nterest in local, national and world events, a persistent nature and an acquaintance with typewriters.
As you can see, this does not mean
you need to be a journalism student.
If you're interested, come by the
LOBO office, ask for Tim or Susan, and
we'll probably put you to work (pay is
minimal). Office hours are about 10 a.m.
to 10 p.m., room 138, Marron Hall.

Asst. News Editor
ll~1vn f·lynn

Copy Editors
Rebekah Szymanski, Oolores Wood

Photo Editor
Wendell T. Hunt
Advertising Manager
Harry Chapman

Since there've been a few changes recently in the UNM Board of
Regents, it's likely that both the mood and the manner of the Board will
change also. Who knows, maybe the Regents' meetings might just get interesting.
Instead of ruling on how much money should be appropriated for a
.mechanical-engineering building or if New Mexico is ready for a junior
college or what kind of an admissions policy to adopt, maybe the Board
will decide to concern itself with more important matters.·
I can see it now ...
•
"Here she is, ladies and gentlemen, the new president of the UNM
Board of Regents ... Mrs. George Maloof." (applause, applause, pounding
ofthegavel)
"Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou. Please all be seated. Now I have this · ::==:==::=::=::=::=::=::;::;;::::=:====::'::'='
sneaking suspicion that all of you think because my husband was ::
Apodaca's campaign finance chairman and because my husband dumped
so:JDuch-rnoney into Apodaca's gubernatorial campaign andNs 'Yes for
Two' drive, that my husband practically owns him. You probably also
think that I might be just a tad bit influenced by my husband and the·
governor. Well, if you think that, you're all wrong. Nothing could be further from the truth. I swear it! Honest!
"The real reason Jerry appointed me was because he didn't think the
Board was being responsive enough to the needs of. the ~phool. That'S
why I intend to change things.
"Now, to begin with, we're putting an end to all this silly nonsense
about· admissions policies and entrance standards. Our first item on the
agenda will be to rule on whether beer can be served at the basketball
games. The second item will be to vote on if the UNM Chaparrals can buy
another matching set of turquoise and red rah·rah suits.
, . "A!! right, do I see any opposing arguments about "serving beer in th~
pit?...Okay, Mrs. ,Jordan. What do you hiiVe'to say?'!· ~" · ·. · · . .
~·

I
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"Mrs. Coor-1 mean, Mrs. Maloof, l'd·!i~e tp know .whwe Jb.e proceeds.
from this sale of beer would go, for what purpose it would be :Used and if
the. •sale of alcoholic beverages might just lead students to some undesirable conduct." .
.
.
.
.
.
"Why,. Mrs. Jorc;lan, the money would go straight to the University, of
course. And, Mrs. Jordan, if you rimke ·one more conim'ent like'that I'll see '
to (t .th.at you won't be sitting on this board very much longer. Now can I
see a show of hands? All opposed? AI! in favor? The motion carries.
.
"
"Item two. Our Chaparrals have been complaining lately that their·rahrah suits have been wearing out rather quickly. I had them do a little bit of
shopping around and I think they've come up with a much sturdier grade
of material and the designs on them are just darling. Here, I thought you
a!! might like to look one of them over before you decide to appropriate so
much money for all the outfits. Isn't it just the cutest little rah-rah suit
·
you've ever seen?
"Okay, do I see any opposing argument about whether we should buy
these or not? Did I see you raise. your hand over there, Mr. Jaramillo?"
"Excuse me, Mrs. Maloof, but no, I wasn't raising my hand. I was simply
popping an antacid tablet into my mouth."
"Okay, then, let's see a show of hands on this. All opposed? All in favor?
The motion carries."

AND MUD
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Want to read f~ster? Tqnight Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics is
. offering f~~e classes. CQ.rhe to· a free class tonight, and you'll be able
to increase ·your· reading and study speed as much as 50 to 100 'per
cent. . .. .
·
No cost, and no obligation.
Find out how much easier school can be. Join the millions who've
taken a free speed reading lesson and doubled their reading speed on
the spot. With the same or better comprehension.

.I

I

Then, take what you've learned and put it to use tonight to speed up
your reading and studying.
Tonight.
Over one million people from around the world have already turned
to the Evelyn Wood reading method.
I

These unique, copyrighted techniques are now taught in over 300
cities throughout the worlq.. Average course graduates can do an
hour's reading in less than 15 minutes.
Read thousands of words in a minute--that's pages in seconds, chapters in minutes, and books in less than an hour.
80 per cent of a college student's time is spent reading. Isn't it about
time you made it easy on yourself?
Come to a free speed reading class tonight. Only one hour--and it
could save you hundreds of hours.

Come to a free speed reading lesson today.
7:30p.m.
Room 253 Student Union Building
University of New Mexico Campus
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
Phone 266-7322
Student Tuition Plan Available
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Notes ftom Ptlson:
Saga of Q Resister
David Harris/ I Shoulda Been
Home Yesterday [20 Months in Jail
for Not Killing Anybody/l)elacorte
Press/$7.95
Review by Lynda Sparber
In darkened theaters across
America, die-hard Woodstock
veterans still hear Joan Baez announce that her husband David is
fine and organizing a prison hunger
strike.
Well, when his term ended, so
did his marriage and now he has
written a book about those months
in prison as a draft dodger.
Had this been a chronicle of
prison life by an unknown, it would
have been excellent, B:owever, its
impact is tarnished because the
author isn't an unknown, he is
David Harris, former president of
the Stanford Student Body who
returned his draft card and refused
induction into the war in Vietnam.
B:arris does away with the events

leading to his arrest in 11 widemargined, large-type pages. Even in
these pages there is little to no
acknowledgement of the mood,
tone or emotion which would lead a
man to jail for a cause.
What Harris does write
about-prison-he writes about
well.
His approach is informal, simple,
and unpretentious. He does not say
"prison is hell," he lets the readers
reach that conclusion on their own
by simply relating tales in a sort of
bathroom-stall tone.
Once one adjusts to the fact that
this is a book about a man facing
·the grotesque' and degrading
condition of prison and not a book
about a radical who faced the law,
any dissatisfaction with the book
will be because of the disquieting
nature of its message, not because.
of any failings of the author as a
writer.

LOBO
Book
·Revi.ews

A I Play in the Fields of the Lord/Peter Matthiessen

On Campus Feb 1,2,3
Sign Up Now·For Interview
Placement Oft1ce:
Mesa V1sta Hall
\/

Information Booth: Student Union

• ANTIQUES •

. Vintage

• Clothing
• Photos
• Prints
• Postcards
• Art Deco
3409 CENTRAL,

N~E.

e

256·7103

UNDER THE THATCHED cold.
When Eva's aunt calls in. her
ROOF, A Dutch Children's
Classic, by C. M. Gaerthe van neighbor, a doctor, to prescribe for
Hille. Tr. by Kate Kortschak. the girl, the story all evolves ... but
Exposition Press, Inc., Hicksville, read the book, and if you are young
N. Y. $5. 50; 161 pp. !1/ustr.
· of heart, you will be truly
Review by J.C. Ogilvie
fascinated.
Protagonist of this Dutch · It transpires that the nsighbor' s
folktale is an only child living with family of five children have a
her widowed mother in Amster- wonderfully imaginative and selfdam, and the ten-year old girl contained life, and when they adopt
longed for brothers and sisters. In Eva into their circle, Eva is helped
this tenth year she spends a won- to grow up.
derful summer with an aunt in
Under the Thatched Roof is
another part of Holland .
First day of her visit Eva chances beautifully written and translated
on an elven meeting, and through a by one who obviously loves the
thick hedge witpesses the queen and story. Translator Kate Kortschak
courtiers sitting around a sump- comes from the island of Kauai,
tuous feast spread on a cloth on the Hawaii, of Dutch parents; she
ground. So thrilled with the attended the University of Hawaii
spectacle she does not realize she is and did .graduate work at . the
lying on wet ground and sub- University of Zurich. Mrs. Kortsequently comes down with a bad schak and her husband have four
children of their own and more
than twenty foster children.
This book was original1y translated for her own children, nieces
and nephews, and now has been
printed to be shared with another
generation,.

'At Plo_y' in This Age·
Of ldentit.Y Crisis

.
Peace Corps · Vista

Review by Daniel Gibson
"In the jungle, during one night in each month, the moths did not come
to lanterns; through the blilck reaches of the outer night, so it was said,
they' flew toward the full moon." So begins Peter Matthiessen's story
about an Indian named Lewis Moon, among others, from North Dakota,
God, people rotting in a wet forest, progress, insanity, Brazil, and the
death of the Indian Spirit.
That is not to say that is all this novel is about, nor that the above parts
of the book line up in that order of importance. Many ideas about culture
and history and living are found in the book, from the viewpoint of two
U.S. missionaries, Leslie Hubben and Martin Quarrier, to the Niaruna
people of an Amazon tributary in a wild section of Brazil, to a Catholic
priest stuck forever in the "town" of Madre DeDios, to Wolfie, a sodden,.
broken pilot who bombed in the Caribbean and Africa for a living.
The book is like a collage. Descriptions of the jungle waterways with its
birds, leopards and rubbery plants are mixed with philosophy. To cut it
down to a kernel from the log, what one is left with is a unit about the confusion in life, the tenacity of man, and time-the Great changer;
I· 's very hard to keep such a collage cohesive and moving, both in its
plot and emotional impact, but Matthieosen pulls it off here. It's about our
age, The Search for a New Identity, but offers no answers, only
possibilities.

TV
6:00-Channel 5: Firing Line
(Wm.
Buckley interviews
Eldridge Cleaver.)
8:00-Channel 4: Movie
("West world.")
8:00-Channel 7: "Roots"
(Part two of Haley's epic.)
8:00-Channel 13: Movie
("Helter Skelter .")
9:00-Channel 5: "Antonia:
A Portrait of the Woman."
(Antonia Brico, orchestra con··
ductor.)
10:00-Channel 5: Soundstage (Bee Gees and Yvonne
Ellim~n.)
· ;; '
~2:00-Channel 4: Tomofrow
(Western
author
Louis
L'Amour.)

Popejoy Hall UNM
Albuquerque Children's Theater·

IOOCC
.

Four Performances
at POPEJOY HALL
Saturday, January 29th

I

'

The faculty and staff of UNM after outstanding performances last
will soon be on the boards again in year will be Derek Swinson
the Faculty Follies-the second (physics), one of the Original 'Irish
annual Presidential Schol;uships · · Rovers, with two new songs about
Program benefit-with .per- UNM, "Orientation," and "The
formances scheduled for Feb. 18, ·Library"; Pamela Plax, Sidney
19, 20 and a special student dress Rosenblum (psychology), Jim
rehearsal. Feb. 17.
Arnholz (Public Information), and
A music&! revue, Faculty Follies K&ty Martin (English).
is a rollicking production featuring
Many new faces will grace the
comedy, satire, song·, dance, and show, Hartung said, including two
film in a nostalgic look at UNM groups which will be making their
and Albuquerque from the 1880s to artistic debuts-the Faculty/Staff
the 1970s.
Barbershop Quartet and the Double
Directed by Theatre Arts Floradora Sextet.
Professor Robert Hartung, the ·
show will unveil histrionic and
"This year, too, we welcome to
musical talent, often hitherto the all-star cast renowned guitarist
Hector Garcia, Sean Daniel and
unsuspected, among faculty and
Herb Levinson, all from the Music
staff from all parts of campus.
G\lla opening-night ceremonies in Department," tJartung said. "And
Rodey Theatre will .include en- the talented Donna McRae (music)
tertainment, snacks and a few will be singing in the show."
, .
.
FacultyFollies is being sponsored
surprises.
.
Returning for this year's show by the Greater UNM Fund, The
will be musical co)lductor William Office of. Ad)llissions and Records
Rhoads (Music) and his i11estimable and the College of Fine Arts, with
All Factdty/Staff Orchestra, special help from the departments
Hartung said.
.
of music and theatre arts.
All proceeds, as was the case with
Also back on the boar.ds this year

the faculty-staff show last ye&r, will ·
go to the Presidential Scholarship
Program.
Each year the University awards
100 Presidential Scholarships of
$600 apiece to entering UNM freshmen who have achieved outstanding academic and leadership
records in New Mexico high
schools. The scholarships are based
solely on merit.
The full donation for tickets to
the Follies will be tax deductible,
Hartung said.
For opening night, ticket

donations will be $10 apiece, the · will pe by Ira Jaffe (theatre arts)
same as last year, and seats will be and John Clark (music) will be
reserved.
choral conductor. Clayton Karkosh
For the Feb. 19 show, the (theatre arts) is scenic designer.
George Ward (theatre arts) is
donation for tickets· will be $5 and
for the Feb. 20 performance, a costume designer, Nadene Blackmatinee, the donation will be $3.
burn (theatre arts) will serve as
The Friday and Saturday shows lighting
designer
and
and the dress rehearsal begin at 8 choreographers are Jennifer
p.m. The Sunday matinee begins at Predock and Geraldine Glover
2:30.
(both from theatre arts).
The admission donation for the
All phases of the production will
student dress rehearsal is set at be handled by UNM faculty and
$1.50 per person.·
staff with the assistance of a few
Film coordination for the Follies students.
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D.H. Lawrence in New mexico
Top·ic of Non-:Credit Course

A newly designed course on D. H. Indians had taught him the true in Vence, France, in March 1930.
Lawrence's stay in New Mexico, meaning of religion," he added.
Five years later his body was
intended both for Lawrence enThe fiction nsmg from exhumed, cremated and his ashes
thusiasts and those. who want to Lawrence's sojourn here-St. .were shipped to New Mexico, for
ki1.0w more about tlie English Mawr, "The Woman Who Rode burial at the Lawrence shrine north
author's attempts to start a Away" and "The Princess"~rates ofTaos.
"D.H. Lawrence in New
community here "where the only among his best, Orrell believes.
riches would be integrity of
$1. Mawr "is a devastating satire Mexico" will run from Feb. 4 to
character," is being offered by the of polite society but ·it also deals March 31, 1977. The fee is $30 and
UNM Community College.
with the themes and symbols which' interested. persons may register at
"After World War I, Lawrence can regenerate that society.
the UNM Division of Continuing
.. was certain European culture was
Education, 805 Yale NE.
· done for and he decided to come to
After a long P.enod of critical Registrations will also be accepted
America where 'life comes up by neglect, Lawrence is at last coming on the first
of class.
the roots, • " said Herbert Orrell, into his own, Orrell notes. "Let's
=====-..course instructor. "In New Mexico face it," he says, "a writer like
·he came closer to realizing his Lawrence appears once in a
thousand years. Compared to
dream than anywhere else."
Lawrence, most of his conLawrence and his wife Frieda temporaries arc minor figures."
Not long after completing Lady
were invited here by Mabel Dodge
Luhan, a well-to-do Easterner who Chatterley's Lover, Lawrence died ·
had emigrated from Buffalo, N.Y.,
to Taos to be near to the mountains
Peace Corps· Vista Are Coming
and desert and to study the Indian
way cif life. Eventually, she fell in
love with Tony Luhan, an Indian, ' Seniors·G rads ...
and married him.
Sign Up Now For
"Mrs. Luhan often claimed she
had
'willed'
Lawrence
tb
come
to
Your Interview!
From Lo.keslde Studio
On
New Mexico. Later Lawrence
Campus
charged that Mabel had lured him
Placemef)t Office:
Feb 1,2,3
to the roof of her house and atMesa Vista Hall
tempted to 'seduce his spirit,' "
said Orrell.
The Lakeside Studio will present for one day only a unique selection of
Information Booth:
· "Lawrence said New Mexico
Old Master, Modern Master and Contemporary prints. The exhibit will changed him forever and that the
Student Unio.n
take place Thursday, Jan. 27 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Green Room of
the Fine Arts Center.
This collection is brought to the public under the auspices of Clinton
Adams, assoc. provost for academic affairs, dean of the School of Fine
Arts.
Local collectors will have a fine opportunity to view this collection of
over 1000 original prints containing works by Blake, Callot, Daumier,
Durer, Rouault, Villon, Mira, Hayter, Whistler, Peterdi, Antreasian,
Richru:d Hunt and many others.
Also in the collection will be a number of Japanese woodcuts from the
Ukiyo-e School along with numerous wood engravings by Henry Wolf
which are proofs from the Wolf estate. Area artists being represented are
Adams, Antreasian, Lea, Rush, Scheider and Strunck.
All works displayed are available for purchase and range in price from
$5.00 to $5000.00 (total value will be over $100 thousand). ·

Sp~cial

Exhibition

for less than

&

$6.00per day*

10

~~
~

COme and meet your old friend, Finocchio, and join in his adventures with the evU puppet master,
Glissandra, The mue Fairy; Geppetto, the kindly old wood carver; The Fox and The Cat, those
experts in mischief, and all the other grand characters in the story of PINOCCmO, plus the dolls
that come alive in the Albuquerque Children's Theatre's Ballet Company's version of the "Toy
Sh~p" ballet. A delightful double-bill for children of all ages. Get your tickets early.

0

*EVEN LOWER FOR
RENEWING FALL RESIDENTS

--Tonight

Cadillac
Bob

PLUS
The Albuquerque Children's Theatre
BALLET COMPANY
in

IN ADVANCE-$1.25 or $1.00 for groups of 10 or more
All Tickets $1.50 DAY of PERFORMANCE

At Okie's The Place Of:

It's a wise move into the residence halls,
and the price is right. Space is available
for the Spring Semester.
~-~~~

$700.00 (Plus a room deposit

r~:·~.JLL,.,_,~MbW

is the total price for a double room
and meals on a seven day basis.

You Figure It Out And Move In!
-

Tickets at Popejoy Hall Box Office- 277-3121
For further information, caD A.C.T. at 268·6561

"OF INEXPENSIVE LIBATIONS AND
EFFICACIOUS ENTERTAINMENT"

Tickets also available at all Ticketmaster Outlets

.

HOUSING RESERVATIONS
.
La Posada 2nd Floor 277-2606
..
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ROOM&BOARD

Adapted for Children's Theatre from the Carlo Collodi Classic by John Baldwin, Jr.

··~
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ON CAMPUS

Sunday. January 30th
1:30 and 3:30

PRESENTS
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Folktale Classic

Come Fly With Us.•.
What A Challenge!!
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Women Basketballers
.
Win Third in a Rovv

'.'

1

Wolfpack Defense Downs UTEP
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By Ed Johnson
The
fast· breaking. UNM
women's basketball team held off a
late surge by a scrappy Weber State
squad in winning 92·89 in the Arena
Saturday night.
· UNM's Beth Born tied a Lobo
conference record by scoring 22
points. The woman she shares it
with, ironically, was the woman she
replaced in the lineup, center Carol
Moreland, who is suffering from a
pulled ligament. Born, in her first
start of the year, also pulled down
12 rebounds and hit seven of 10
from the field.
· Kathy Miller popped in 42 points
and grabbed 23 rebounds as she led
Weber. back from a 15 point deficit
with five minutes to play to within
three at the buzzer. ·
UNM's leading scorer, Jean

By David Belling

The UNM Lobos took the lead
midway through the firs't half and
played good defense the rest of the
way as the Texas.EJ Paso Miners
were defeated by the Lobos 67·59 in
the Pit Saturday night.
The Loss is the first in Western
Athletic Conference action for the
Mil")ers as their WAC record
dropped to 2·1. The Lobos im·
proved their WAC mark to 2·1.

"'bJJ

UTEP jumped out to an early
Ol
lead
in the game as Calvin Hale and
0..
Tom Pauling each hit two baskets
to give the Miners a 10·4 le.ad. The
Lobos came back to tak'e their first
lead of the night at 11·1 0 on outside
jump shots by Billy Reid, Michael
Cooper and Marvin Johnson and a
Johnson free throw.
The Miners came back to take
their last lead of the night at 12·11
on a baseline drive and layup by
Ron Jones. The Lo bos took the
lead ·at 13·12 on a jumper by
Johnson from the bottom of the

~

I

J

/

key. The Miners never again had
the lead in the game.
UTEP was playing their spread
offense with three men out front
passing the ball back and forth but
two times in the first 10 minutes of
the game the good Lobo defense
forced jump balls.

·,.,,

'.'

The Lobos were leading 19·15
when they went into a zone defense.
UTEP just stayed outside, passing
the ball around until the referee
told them to attempt to advance the
ball. At 6:16 UTEP received. a
technical foul for failure to advance
the ball. The Lobos stayed in their
zone defense for the rest of the
evening.

,.

Varsity
Barber Shop
Central & Richmond
Long Haircuts S4.50
St~·liug S7.00

266-4111
Bober! (;jll
Hours • Tuesday thru
Saturday, 8:30 to 5:30

.

Popejoy Hall UNM
Calendar of Coming Events
Wed. Jan. 26,7:30 Throne of Blood
K urosawa's Japanese film version of Macbeth
Adults $2.00, Students, Faculty, Staff $1.50

Thur. Jan .. 27, 8:15 Absurd Person Singular
B'way & London hit comedy
Adults $7.00, 6.00, 5.00, 4.00, 3.00
ASUNM & GSA Students 112 price

•

Sat. Jan. 29, 7:30 Amazing Korea
Travel film, color, personally narrated
Adults $2.00, Students, Faculty, Staff $1.50

Daily Luncheon
Specials s1as

-
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100 miles • an hour, racqJetball
The intramural season. is in full' dol!l?l\;s·el)tr!e~ are due Feb. I.
swing once again with the start of
Entries are due Feb. 8 for women
·another grueling semester. at UNM. : 'inten!sted in archery.
;
The first activity in the men's . Faculty/staff basketball ~ntries
division will be the most popular are due this Tuesday, so instead of
intramural sport of all, basketball, · dunking a doughnut in your coffee,
with almost 1000 persons par· dunk a basketball. Instead of
ticipatin'g in the sport each year.
stuffing your stomach, stuff
Entries for basketball teams are somebody's shot. Instead of
due Tuesday, Jan. 25.
dribbling on your lap, dribble the
· Men wishing to challenge the icy ball in for. a lay up and instead of
slopes should turn in their skiing driving around town for lunch,
entry the same day.
drive towards the basket for a jump
For those University men that shot. All you need to do is sacrifice
feel pinned down to their books and your lunch hour for a good game of
need to get away to challenge their hoops.
brute strength, entries for power lift
If you like to do it together in the
mountains, co-ree skiing entries are
are due Tuesday, Feb. 1.
Men's racquetball doubles are due Tuesday, Jan. 25.
·
due the following week on Feb. 8.
If your name isn't William Tell
Women need to starL~t~flg their or Robin Hood and you like to
basketball shoes on as their entries shoot the straight arrow, co·rec
for the popular sport are due archery entries are due Feb. I.
Tuesday, Jan. 25.
Some of you might like to smack
Women skiers must have their little birdies and in that case co·rec
entry forms in this Tuesday as well.
badminton entries are to be turned
lf you're the kind of woman that in on Feb. 8.
likes to be caged up in a small room
Here's hoping that this school
while savagely smashing a ball at year is fun and games.

.
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: UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS :
••

~ CALCULATORS, STEREOS ~
Enuost p•ymt~t lnfullwllhotdtr,erremltn'% with ordu, b•l•nc•C.O.D.

:

PLEASE CHECK BOX FOR ITEM ORDERED

•
•••

i\DD .3.IHI FOR HANDLING i\ND SHIPPING
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lnsttuments
electcooic
colcJotors

:
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•

o

With stars of Bolshoi Ballet and Opera
Adults $9.00, 8.00, 7.00, 6.00, 5.00 ·

:

Tickets Available Now at Popejoy Hall
and all Ticketmaster Outlets
Tel. 277-3121
.. ; .-·

••
••
•••
•••
••
•

FREE

Monday - Saturday
7:30- 8:30

UNCLE NASTY'S
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SlOO

$165
5145
5200
5200
5450
S750
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5175.95
S1SJ.9S
5389.95
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s649.95
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SEND
•
FOR
•
••
FREE
•
CATALOGUE
•
PHONE' ORDERS ACCEPTED :
ONLY \r\IITH
CREDIT CARD~

814-237·5990

•

{Adcl 3% tor Cred!l Card Orders)
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••
Add4% for Handling
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••• RECEIVERS
• STEREO WAREHOUSE
•
•••
307 W. BEAVER AVE,, STATE COLLEGE, PA. 16101
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
and Shipping
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Photo by Wend•ll T, Hunt

'Lobo and Weber State players battle for the rebound.

the Lobos 5·0.
Born at 11.7. The 6·4 Moreland
After four conf~rence gam~s leads the· rebounders with a 13 3
Jean Rostermundt IS the team s average w1'th Ro t
d
·d
1 d'
· h 14 2 ·
•
s ermun t an
ea mg sco.rer Wit a ·Mpom1ts da Born with averages of 7. 7 a game.
game sco.nng .average,
ore an
The Lobos are now 3-1 in
second With a 13.3 average and conference play.

game but Coop's hustling defense
limited him to two of 14 shots from
the floor and eight points.
The Lobos only have t"our more
home games to go, against seven
games on the road. And everyone
knows how tough Western Athletic
Conference teams are in unfriendly
arenas.
The ebullient Coop was not
deterred. "We're going to win {hem
all on the road," he said'; "We're
going all the way."
Danny Davis, the only UNM
regular who has ever played on the
road in the WAC, was more
subdued. "I think it's going to take
a team effort to win," he said. "We
have to get together to win. It's so
hard, I know how hard itis."

~

Davis' defense was one of the key
factors in stopping the Miners in
the early going. "I had played
against them before and I'd seen
how they'd been stopped," he said.
"We played a lot more consistently
tonight throughout the game.
They're the kind of team that won't
take it at you."

Everythmg must
go and there
are· still some
great deals left
at the

•

:
:
:

STEREO
RECEIVERS

I

0

69.95
S109,95

and full one year ac:fory warranty •

I

•
•••

SALE

Above prices include A/C Adator/Charger, Carrying Case,

REG SALE
SX·12SO • • • • • • • • • • • • 5900" SS84
SX·10SO ..... , .. .. • !700 1469
SX·9SO .. , .... , • .. 5600 1402
SX·8SO .. , .. .. .. .. • sSOO 5347
SX·7SO ............. 5400 S279
SX·6SO ... , .. , , , .. • 5300 5213
SX·SSO ., ........... 5250 5178
SX·4SO .... , , .... , 5200 $149

••

s

~126,95

I

By Russ Parsons
but No. I in fans' hearts, said that
The scripts were firmly set. New ·practice was the whole reason. "We
Mexico would run and gun and play were prepared," he said. "We were
quick, aggressive' man to man ready for everything they threw
defense. Texas-E) Paso, on the. against us."
other hand, would slow the ball
"Arizona was letting them
way down, monotonously passing it penetrate. We were jus't trying to
in and out of their spread for· contain them, not force turmation and thep. sagging back into novers."
a two-step zone on the defensive . Cooper, who said that he thought
end of the court:
·
· this w'as his best all·around game of '
Everybody had seen UTEP beat the season, brought the crowd to its
Arizona on televi~lon and Arizona feet shouting the new battle cry of
had beaten the Lobos just two the Pit die·hards "Coop! Coop!"
nights before so the scenario was after several spectacular outside
securely, . saf~IY. set. All observers shots caught nothing but the
went in knowil'ig exactly what they bottom of the nets.
were going to see. ·
•
"Yeah, after my last three shots I
But, surprise of surprises, after really started hearing them,"
jumping out to an early lead, UNM Cooper said. "They really, got me
turned to a tight zone and pattern up." Cooper, who was averaging
offense, forcing UTEP to try and 13.4 points per game going into
get the quick baskets and play take Saturday night's contest, hit eight
of'l4 shots from the floor for 16
away defense.
And to heap more shocks on, the points, had six assists, a pair ·or
Miners outrebounded the taller blocked shots and four rebounds.
Lobcis 4643 and UNM even shot 71
He also shut down hot·shooting
per cent from the free--throw line.
Jake Poole of the Miners. Poole
Michael Cooper, No. 3 in scoring had been averaging 13.8 points per

:

:@PIONEER'

l;j

HEWU:TT~ PACXA.RD
MODEL
HP·21
HP·22
HP·25
HP·25C
HP·27
HP-67
HP·97

WAS
SAlE
~ PC·100
.SR·52....... $300 $186.95
.... $295 $149.95
SR·S6 ... ,,$180 $ 84.95
U·51 11 .... $ 80 · $ 52.95
SR-40 • •• • · .$ 50 $ 33.97
TI·5050M .. $130 $ 92.95
Tl-5040 .... $150 $109.95

•

TRAVELER
All Week

wlth c.. tifi.d c'*:J. only
P<:1. 1'811d.nl~ odd 6% ,oJH fGI
P"rsonolche.:hwillclelo)'O;Om

1"eJaas

o

The Osipov Balalaika Orchestra

Fast Dtllvery Gu1r1nfHd

•

•

Presented live by Albuquerque Children's Theater
All tickets advance $1.25--at door $1.50

Mon. Feb. 7, 8:15

••

•e

•
:

,

... , ...

(Gomer of Bryn Mawr and Central)

Sat. Jan. 29,1:30 & 3:30
Sun. Jan. 30, 1:30 & 3:30 Pinocchio

Featuring Frank Glaser-piano
Adults $5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50, 3.00
Students, Faculty, Staff--% price

.;.,,,;

From Your Host Bill and Kathy
.. "3200 Central SE
.
268-3971

e

BUV1
GET1

Soup Or Salad Included

. DeliCIOUs Homemade Pies 50<

By George Gesner

things excellently during parts of
the night. We didn't block out and
didn't crash the boards. Our inside
people didn't get excited.''
She complained that the of·
ficiating did not let them play their
type of defense. "We couldn't even
get near the other player. We are a
real aggressive team and a defensive
team. It's a good thing we played
offense."
'
Marpe also felt that a "mental
lapse," occurring after their 'big
double overtime victory over
previously unbeaten Utah State
accounted for a rough first half:
With late first-half 'scoring by
Susan Schuster and Beth Born the
Lobos took control of the game.
Then with 5:46 to play, the Lobos
peaked, as Debbie Davis hit her last
of three consecutive field goals to
give the Lobos their largest margin
of the evening at 79-64. Then Kathy
Miller and company began to ~at up
the lead. ln the last 33 seconds of
the contest, Weber State outscored

What They Saw Was Unexpected

• Mon. Corn Beef & Cabbage
• Tues. Salisbury Steak
• Wed. Spanish Beef Tips
On Rice
• Thur. Grilled Liver & Onions
• Fri. Seafood Newburg
On Toast

e

Sat. Feb. 5, 8:15 The Eastman Quartet

Rostermundt, was one of five
Lobos to hit in double figures,
scoring II points. Cindy Fischer
and Susan Schuster both piCked up
13 points, with Patty Howell hitting
10.
Head Lobo coach Kathy Marpe
said the teams progress has been
"fantastic." Marpe said her Lobos
did one·third of the things. they
wanted to against Weber. "We shot
well. We fast broke well. We did all

Under New Management

Entries. Due
In Five· Events
.
For lntramurals

.I

I

H'iway House
-Restaurant

The Lobos went into the locker
room at half time with a 34·23 lead,
•
Johnson sparked the Lobo offense
?_.,
in the first half as he had 18 points
Photo by Wendell T. Hunt
at half time on five field goals and
~obo Jim William.s goes up in an attempt to block Miner
eight of ten free throws.
Cliff
Russell's shot
·
The 'closest the Miners could
come to the Lobos in the secontl,
half was eight points at the end of
the game.
Johnson led the Lobos in scoring
with 23 points and Cooper added
16. Wil Smiley led all the game's
rebounders by hauling down 10
boards, in addition to playing good
defense in the middle.
' ' •'
UTEP's leading scorer and
rebounder was Pauling with ·14
points and nine reboonds.
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GEXERAL
STORE
111 Harvard SE

• · 8117 Menaul NE

Monday - Saturday 10-9 • Sunday 12-6
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10o/o of Facu,ty In-cluded ·in Evaluation Book
8
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By Dan Crain
Only about 10 per cent of UNM faculty will be
represented in the 1976-77 teacher evaluation
publication, the program's coordinator said Friday.
Les Sternberg, chairman of the ASUNM-funded
teacher evaluation, said very few faculty members
allowed their students to participate in the eva)uation,
the results of which are made public in an annual,
mass-distributed booklet. All faculty members were
sent "requests to participate," Sternberg said.
"What we'd like is for the faculty members who
don't participate for any reason to at least Jet us know
why," Sternberg said. "I'm afraid many of our
'requests to participate' hit the wastebasket without
being considered."
The 1976-77 evaluation booklet, due for
distribution in April, will be the second since the
current program was set up and the evaluation forms
standardized in Fall 1975. The 10 per cent participation rate is no higher than that of the first survey, ·
Sternberg said.
Sternberg said he is "fairly confident" that the
upcoming booklet will be available before preregistration for next fall is over.

The previous booklet did not appear until August
1976 when preregistration was already over-too late
for students to consider before preregistering. About
4000 copies now remain in unopened cartons stacked
in a corridor in the ASUNM offices.
Sternberg gave two possible reasons for the dismal
10 per cent participation rate.
One is that many teachers feel the evaluation form
used is too standardi~ed and general, and has little
relevance to the classes being taught. Sternberg said
one solution to this would be to let teachers choose
from a catalogue of·200 questions those they c0 ilsider
most applicable to their course. This kind of program
would be costly, however, he said.
On the other hand, Sternberg said, "There are some
faculty members on campus who feel students have no
right or need to know the kind of thirig contained in a
teacher evaluation.
"Some of them are downright afraid," he said, of
missing out on pay raises, tenure or their jobs.
The distinction should be made, Sternberg said,
between the eva! uation questionnaires administered by
departments of the University for their own use
and the ASUNM teacher evaluation.

~

A film showing one man's act of civil disobedience in an attempt to stop
nuclear power will be shown tonight at 7:30 at the University Methodist
Church, 2210 Silver SE.
The film is sponsored by Citizens Against Nuclear Threats (CANT) and
is entitled Lovejoy's Nuclear War. Jim Feeney, staff scientist for New
Mexico Public Interest Research Group (NMPIRO), will discuss Sam
Lovejoy's act of self defense and additional demonstrations by other
Americans who oppose nuclear power.
In 1974, Lovejoy toppled a 500-foot steel tower erected by Northeast
Utilities prior to construction of a nuclear reactor in Montague, Mass.

OOONESBURY
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men's
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by Garry Trudeau

J./1! ti/5UOM!3 70 PeOPLe
SliM!NI/1< 7l?AININ6! YOII
/Itt WOW M&, /W() I'M 51/RE
YO// R£GJ6NIZE 71-1!3 Mf.D/1/
SIJPEiR5TI/R.
PI/Ncl/STSW

Persono.ls
BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE forming.
Taught by art-oriented professional. No history,
chemistry of esthetics-just solid shooting
techniques, lenses, individual Instruction and heavy
practice in e;xcellent darkroom. Absolute beginners to
intermediate. Weekly lectures, critiques, field trips.
Expensive but intensive. limited to ten very serious
people. Call A-Photographer, 265-2444 for mutua,)
interview. 2/4
CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 2558736. tfn
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, 1.0, photos, Lowest
prices in town, Fast, pleasing. Call 265·2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd, NE. tfn
PREGNANT AND NEED HElP? You have friends
who care at birthright. 247-9819 1/31
HANG GLIDING is growing, safe and fun, Learn to
fly right here in Albuquerque with the Oet Hy Flight
School. 299-2679. 1/28
UNM BOOKSTORE TEXT RETURNS policy: last
day for spring semester text returns Feb, 12. You
must have sale receipt. You must have student 10.
Books must be in condition as purchased. 1/24
HAIR STYLIST YVONNE DOMINGUEZ would
like to let her friends and customers know she has
relocated: "Esquire Hair Designs," 1504C Wyoming
Blvd. NE, 298-4811. l/24
ATIENTION PREMED STUDENTS: full Medical
SchoQI scholarships available. Call Gene Henderson
in Albuquerque, (505) 766-2335 collect; or write:
Navy Medical Programs Officer, PO Box 8667,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108. 2118
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION to College of
N'ursing for Fall Semester is February l. Pick up
applications at Student Affairs-Office, room !54, in
the College of Nursing, or call277-42~4. I /24
SEEKING UNM students who witnessed accident
Sun .. Jan. 16, 2 a.m. at Lead & Aliso, between '67
brown/white Ford wagon & '77 black Cordoba. If
you were there, please catl242-4109. tfn
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA: Ice Cream Social, Jan.
30, 1-4, Y'all come. 1/28
VOTE ALBERT MAX GARCIA: Candidate (or
Albuquerque School Board. Position One- Feb.

I.

MY LEFT!

J/28

Lost

& Found

LOST: LARGE MALE PUPPY, (8 mo.) 1 black
docked tnil, floppy ears. 255-4982 1 Reward. 1/24
LOST NEAR UNM: year old, 26 inches tall, spayed
rot:d female Doberman. Ears & tall cropped. Reward;268-3.505.' 1/25
LOST: TURQUOISE BRACELET, Biology
Building. Sentimental value, reward. 266..

:l

3654.

2120 Central S.E. 243-6954

I /26

FOUND: i.lnder bench near Mitchell Hall, notebook.
Clalm rm. 131. Marron Hall. 1/26
LOST: NEW HP-21 CALCULATOR, Reward
offered, 256-7958. 1/27

B&FOR&

we

5TAKT; 00
Yes, IS
YO// PANf3l.- . 7J.IfiRE ANY~
/STS HAVe .. ONe HeRE

/N6
t//(Ji REIJFORJ) /IN{} (i/11!80,
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RECOGNIZE
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Services
TYPING, Jsl QUAliTY, elite. 883-7787.

212

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
SE, 26HJ335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, amplifiers, auro radios. Install burglar alarms~ !Or.o
discount for students with ID'Ji, Quick service. Used
TV's for sale. 2110
LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call
Professional Educalors of New MCJiico, Inc. 8425200. tfn
TYPING M.A. ENGLISH. Selectric on campus, 296·
8564. 2!4
CUSTOM SEWING: Fashion or domestic. Done
with skill and imagination. 898-5977. 2/ll
PARKING-I Yi blocks from SUB. S20/sem •• 266-

3663.

..

Enrich your life
Meet today's challenges
Enroll in Bible
9-IO:JOMon. Wtd.}'rl.

Greek 1412

Two 60 min

Old Testament Suney 10:30·12 Mon. Wed.
Galalions and Rom~ns 10:30-121'ues. Thurs.
Life Of Chrisl
6:30-9:30 Tues. Nfghl

Blbk2301
Dible 4360
Bible 1301

8-tracks $399
MEMOREX Recording Tape Two 60 min

a

cassettes $299

"Is it live or is Memore<?"
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... 1(ollst End of Coronado
Phone 293-2124

Monday- Friday 10:00-9:00
Sat. 10:00-6:00, Sun. 12:00-5:00
Starts Mon. Jan 24- thru Sat 29th

TYPING: Fast, accurate, reasonable rates. Also
editing, help with composition. 256-%79. 1/26
EXPERIENCED PRE-SCHOOL TEACHER will
care for your child over 2, in my Alameda home.
Large fenced yard, playmates, IS min. to UNM, 8986998. 1/27
WAKE UP CALLS made, day or night. For 5-day
week, $5,00 monthly. For 7-day week, $6,00/mo.
265-7427. 1/28
UNM MUSIC MAJOR wants pupil for beginning
piano and begitming accordion, Reasonable, Jane,
265-7427. 1/28
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM l,aw School Clinical
Program offers legal services for students and staff.
I:urnished by qualified lawstudents under faculty
supervision. Availability limited to those whose assets
and income do not e)(eeed established guidelines.
$1.00 registration fee, Ca11277-2913 or 277-3604 for
information and appointments. Sponsored by
Associated Students ofUNM. 1/24

For Rent
HOUSE, 2 BR, one semester, $225.00. 2550369. l/24
CLEAN, ROOMY EFFICIENCY, Universily area.
$85.00 monthly, $50.00 deposit, No children, no pets.
310 Walter SE, 113. Call Liz after 5:30, 2421814. 1125
COZY NEW EFFICIENCY units available now!
Complete kitchens, lovely furniture, utilities paid by
landlord. For hassle-free living call Tom Terrill Real
Estate Co,,265-1997. 1/28
SEARCHING FOR HOUSING? Residence Halls are
your answer for maximum convenience to campus
plus comfort and economy in housing and food
service! Inquire, La Posada 201, weekdays, 94, or
can 277-2606. 1/28
HELP SHARE rour bedroom house, S75.00 mon·
thly. 255-3646, arterS:OO p.m. 1124
ROOMMATE WANTED: Winrock townhouse;
fireplace, pools, etc. Non-smoker, SJ50.00. 277-3019,
2%-2179, 1/27
TWO EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS suitable for
one person. Each completely fUrnished. 2 blocks
from campus. Quiet, serious
student preferred.
~!mo. includes utilities. 268-0760. 1128

For So.le
SHIPMENT OF ISO Bertin bicycles-plus, many
French accessories. Some used bicycles, 243·
9378. lfn
I UTILITY TRAILER & I camping tra]ler. Best
offer, after6 PM, 242-221 J. J/24
BARRY'S ELECfRONIC REPAIR 1 W6 San Pedro
SE, 265-0335. Color TV's & all electronic equipment.
10~~ discount for students with JD's. Used TV's for
sale. 2/10
14 VOLVO 145, best condition 1 268-3818, 255-6715,
after 5:00 p.m. 1124
1975 HONDA. XL-250,low mileage, under warranty,
excellent condition. 265-0646. I/24
BEGINNING JEWELRY TOOLS, materials, books.
765-5985, after 5:30. l/24
YASHICA TL ELECTRO, SSmm, telephoto, wide
angle, zoom & ease and e;~ttras, $450.00. 26!10470. 1125
RlCKLEF'S ECOLOGY, hardback, $14.00. Physical
Geology (101), workbook & text, both Sl2.00. Lhasa
Apse puppies, $100.00.242-4067, I/25

Will pay $$$,Call 255-6674, 1/24
EUROPE/WORlDWlDE Academic discoums year

1973 SUBARU: from drive, 33 mpg, $1450.00, Call
277·.S033or298·123l. 1/27
FOR SALE '66 CHEVY, good condition, Call 2432881, Kevin Turner, 1/27
'72 DA. T~UN: excellent condition, t'Conomlcal. Cnll
298-9438. 1/27
HANG GLIDER, SWALLOWTAIL, plus harness.
Best offer, caii247-J921 after 5 p.m. 1/28
1967 VW BUG: Rebuilt engine, new tires, clutch,
generator, and brakes. $500.00 firm. 2663804. 1128
IS" ALTEC.LANSING HORNS with crossovers.
Perfect for P ,A., 265-4829. 1/28
1970 VW BUG. Good condition, best offer, 883·
7349. J/28
'73 FIAT 128SL: good condition. $1595.00, 2425792. I/28
HAMMOND B-3 ORGAN with leslie. Perfect for
band. Call Greg at299-2347, make offer, I /28
1968 GTO: P.S., P.B., A.T., newly rebuilt engine,
AM/FM cassette. Needs a little work, make offer.
Cai!Wes, 298-0895. 1/28
FOR SALE: JEWELRY LAB furnace with
pyrometer and therminder. 4" centrifuge caster with
ace. Oxygen and acetylenetanks-full with regulators
and torches, Single spindle polisher with dust
collector. All "Swest'' products used once. ~800.00,
(firm). Write or visit. Judy Fowler, Box 337, R~;d
River, New Mexico 87558. l/28
DUE TO DIVORCE: brand new 1977 Kirby vacuum
cleaner, new guarante:, BS!:Ume payments of $7,47 a
month. 255-7535. 1/28
SINGER SEWING MACHINE: left in layaway, not
claimed. Equipped to bmtonhole, zigZag. Pay $19.00
& take machine. 255-7535.
1128
STEREO DELUXE: solid state, big turntable, left &
right stereo controls, diamond needle. Take over
payments of$8.47 or$37.47 cash. 1/28
CONTROL TV: unclaimed layaway, color & tint
controls, assume payments of $7.00 per month, New
warrant~, 255-7~34. 1128
•

round. S.A.T.A. 422il First, Tucker, GA. 30084.
(800) 241-9082. 218
PASSENGERS WANTED for frequent weekend
trips to Lubbock. Sue, 277-5451, 243·7203. 1127
RIDE NEEDED from UNM to Paradise Hills. Tues.
& Thurs. at 12:30 or at 6;30 p.m., 897-0419. 1127
A ~tJO?O fellowship for Greek studies is ilVailuble.
ApplicatJons for the award must be filed before Feb
I, 1977, For application forms and further in~
formation, writ~; The Mary Isabel Sibley Fellowship
Committee; The United Chapters of Pl1i Beta Kappa·
1811 QStreet, N.W.j Washington, D.C. 20009.
'
Student Research Cc..mmit, of GSA has money
available for research, travel and conferences. Con·
tact GSA, rm. 248, SUB or call 277-~.803.
The New Mexjco Afpha chapter of Phi Sigma Tau
will have an essay contest on ''Whtlt is Reality?"
Prizes- v.ill be awarded. For further information call
277-6363 or 277-6364,

DOC (Disabled on Campus) would like to get a

strong active group moving

~arly

this semester, and

arc encouraging all !nterestd per,mns, whether

"'
"
z
"~

~

(I)

disabled or not, to attend our firsl meeting Tuesday,
Jan. 25, at 3:4S p.m. in room 2.50 oft he SUB,

"'r;·

Thc Albuquerque chaptei of NOW has moved it.~
meeting place to J07 Gimrd NE. All people inlerested

0

are invited to attend the meeting$ which are held the
fir.~t and third Friday ofeacl1 month,

0

~.z

t""'
Seniors or graduate students In the natural and 0
sciences with a research project that could be 0"
aided by a research scarf member at Woods Hole 0
Oceanographic Institution, Mass.; stipends of Sl ,200 "
'to 514,000 are available for a 12-wcck summer
::l
residence period. Contact Lynzee at 2774467.
phy~ical

New Mexico PIR.O has some new projecl~ this
semester concerning lobbying at thr state legislature
sex discrimination 1 food pricing, energy con~ervalio~
and a class in nuclear energy, Jf you are interested CA.ll
277-2757 or CQme by 107 Cornell SE.

collegiate crossword
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Employment
MINORITY PROGRAM IN NURSING needs tutors
for: Bio 123; Bio 238; Bio 239; Chern 141; Chern 281;
Math 102; Pharm 276j Nursing Path 240. 2,.77·
2507. 1/24
TEACHERS at all levels: Foreign and Domestic
Teachers, Box 1063, Vancouver, Wash. 98660. 1/26
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer/year-round. Europe,
S, America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500$1200 monthly, Expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
Inform.-Write! International Job Center, Dept, NB,
Box4490, Berkeley, CA 94704. 2114
EARN EXTRA MONEY at home stuffing envelopes.
Great part time income. For information send selFaddressed, stamped envelope to: G. Nolan Enterprises, 4226 Chase Ave., Los Angeles, CA
90066. 1/28

•.,

==~=-------------

THE SELECTIVE ELECTIVE... Alr Force ROTC.
And after you earn your degree, you earn a com·
· mission as an Air Force Offlcu• .And il:fter that ... a'
chance to compete for a ·di.allcnging career.
Demanding work, tritvel, excitement. Arid that's just
for starters. Gee in touch with the counselors at the
Department of Aerospace Studie:s, 1901 Las Lomas,
277-4602. 1/28

1974 SAAB SONETI: Excellent eond., 12,000 mi.
evenings. 1/26
20 PORTABLE TV's: S30.00 to S60.00. 441
WyomingN.E., 255~5987. 3/24
242~1671 1

1
7
" 11
' 13
15
18
19
20
21
23
24
25
27

28
. 29
31
32
33
34
37
40
41
42
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ACROSS
In couples
Minnesota Oregon seaport
Matador's cape
Correct speech
(3wds.)
Deface
Kept the furnace
going
Omega's neighbor
General Bradley
Fits of anger
Barracuda
Begin to take
effect (2 wds.)

44
45
47
48

Key-shaped
Conversation piece
Litigant
Soviet division

49 11 Peer gynt• S11

dancing girl
51 Postman' s beat
(abbr.)
52 Bogart movie
classic (3 wds.)
56 What a majorette
does,
57 Most cacophonous
58 Kill
59 Contaminates

10 Paint with dots
12 Terrific torments
13 Athletic contests
14 Business resources
16 Sketches
17 Deal a blow (2 wds.)
22 Fencing maneuver
24 Persian governors
26 Piano parts
2 8 - Polo
30 Caesar's first name
31 Pertaining to the
people
33 Part of a column
34 Of prime importance
(2 wds.)
35 Beet soup (var.)
36 ---- Air Force
Base
37 Column variety
3 8 - O'Hara
39 Certain exam
41 African capital

_.,_

DOWN
1 St. John's exile
Valletta is its
island
capital·
Removes from office 2 Having a hangdog
look
Most recent
Patriot James - - 3 Repeat
43 .. __ Last Case 11
4 Korean soldier
Singer Vikki - 5 Goddess of discord 45 Singer Simon
Degraded
45 Believe it - 6 Forces
Summer business
7 Pecuniary resour~s 50 Beginning for lung
(2 wds.)
53 Be unwell
8 High school math
Hills in Le Havre
54 - - Filippo Lippi
(abbr.)
- - banana
9 Part of AT&T, for 55 North Caucasian
Bridget Riley's
language
short
specialty [2 wds.)
11

-

a deal ! 11

\

New Mexico
Daily Lobo

Want Ads say it
in a Big Wayil

Time

Description

Conrse

2/4

TUTORING AVAILABLE for minority students and
men in Nursing for Rio 123; Bio 238; Bio 239; Chern
141: Chern 281; Math 102; Ph arm 276; N11rsing Path
240.277-2507, .tfn
FLAMENCO DANCE CLASSES: professional
instruction, beginning February. Call 843-7810 or
W-1967, 2/4

-

RIDE NEEDED DAILY Santa Fe to Alb, and back.

Classifieds

II,

Les Stem berg'

'....."

Tro.vel

Rates: IS cents per word per day, one dollar minimum. Advertisements run five or more consecutive days with no changes,
nine cents per word per day (no refunds If cancelled before five Insertions). Classified advertisements must be paid In adva
marron Hall Room 131 or by mall to : Classified Advertls~~~- UNffi
Box 20, Albuquerque, Nm 87131.
'

Anti-Nuclear Film Presented

Save $4.00 on 1st Pair
Save $5.00 on 2nd Pair

'"ti

(10

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
5 or more times-~ per word
Terms Cash in advance

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
times beginning
under the heading (circle one): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.

Fces-$5.00 per courst:

Registration-At Christian Student Center oral first class mce1ing

Marron Hall~ Room 132

Alternate scheduling available
Eight Rellsons (or Enroiling
I. To ~nrich my undersl;mding o/"Gckl'~ word.
2. To s1rcns1hen my failh ~~~a Chri5tlan,
j, To undcrSiand my role as a scrvanl orOod .
4. To under.~!llntlthe\la]ueormysoul.

S. To llblairlthe proper phlio~ph) of life.
6. To balance niyacademicdevtlopment,
'l, To u.te myelecrives whererhey'counl most.
8. To :w:t a good ~xample forothm-!o follOw,

CHRtSTJAN STUDENT CENTER
130 GIRARD

Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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Recruiters Eye Appearances

By Kirby W. Stan at
and Patrick Reardon
Let us move in for a closer look
at how the campus recruiter
operates.
Let's say you have a ten o'clock
appointment with the recruiter
from the XYZ Corporation, The
recruiter gats rid of the candidate in
·front of you at about five minutes
to ten, jots down a few notes about
what he is going to do with him or
her, then picks up your resume or
data sheet (which you have submit ted in advance).
Although the recruiter is still in
the interview room and you are still
in the lobby, your interview is
underway. You're on. The recruiter
will look over your sheet pretty
carefully before he goes out to call
you. He develops a mental picture
of you.
He thinks, "I'm going to enjoy

interview of about four or five
minutes.
Next the recruiter inspects the
back side of you. He checks vour
hair (is it combed in front but not in
back?), he checks your heels (are
they 'run down?), your pants (are
they baggy?), your slip (is it

showing?), your stockings (do they
have nms?).
Then he invites you to sit down.
At this point, I submit, the
recruiter's decision on you is 75 to
80% made.
Think about it. The recruiter has
read your resume. He knows who

you are and where you are from,
He knows your marital status, your
major and your grade point. And
he knows what you have done with,,
your summers. He has inspected
you, exchanged greetings with you
and smelled you. There is very little
additional hard information that he
must gather on you. From now on,
it's mostly body chemistry.
Many recruiters have argued
strenuously with me that they don't
make such hasty decisions. So I
tried an experiment. I told several
recruiters that I would hang around
in the hall outside the interview .
room when they took candidates in.
I told them that as soon as they
had definitely decided not to
recommend
(to
department
managers in their companies) the
candidate they were interviewing,
they should snap their fingers loud

enough .tor me to hear. It went like
this:
First candidate: 38 seconds after
the candidate sat down: Snap!
Second candidate: 1 minute, 42
seconds: Snap!
Third candidate: 45 seconds:
Snap!
One recruiter was particularly
adamant, insisting that he didn't
rush to judgment on candidates.)
asked him to participate in the
snapping experivent. He went out
in the lobby, picked up his first
candidate of the day, and headed
for an interview room.
As he passed· me in the hall, he
glared at me. And his fingers went

"Snap!."
Next: Know Something About
the Company

tal king with this kid, " or "This jiii-iiiiiiii-iiOiiilii-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJ
one's going to be a turkey." The
recruiter has already begun to make
a screening decision about you.
His .first impression of you, from
reading the sheet, could come from
your grade point. It could come
from misspelled words. It could
come from poor erasures or from
the fact that necessary information
is missing. By the time the recruiter
has finished reading your sheet,
you've already hit the plus or minus
column.
WHAT:
Clearance Sale
Let's assume the recruiter got a
WHEN:
Now - Instantly
fairly good impression from your
sheet.
WHERE:
Both Stores - 2001 Eubank N.E. and 6000 Montgomery N.E.
Now the recruiter goes out to the
WHY:
Beau Britches Wants Your Business
lobby to meet you. He almost
shuffles along, and his mind is
somewhere else. Then he calls your
name, and at that instant he visibly
clicks into gear. He just went to
work.
As he calls your name he looks
quickly around the room, waiting
for somebody to move. If you are
by Faded Glory and A. Smile
sitting on the middle of your back,
by Lee, Wrangler and Dittos
Some 100% Cotton Blue Denim
with a book open and a cigarette
Regularly Sold at $13. 00 to $24. 00
going, and if you have to ;rebuild
Some Cotton.MusliniAssorted Colors
yourself to stand up, the interest
Regular/fSold at $15. 00 'to $25. 0 0
will run right out of the recruiter's
face. You, not the recruiter, made
the appointment for ten o'clock,
NOWONLY$588 sizes26to36
and the recruiter expects to see a
NOWONLYsgss
'Broken Sizes
young professional come popping
. Sizes 26 to 34
out of that chair like today is a
good day and you're anxious to
meet him.
Select group of
.
At this point, the recruiter does
something rude. He doesn't walk
across the room to meet you
halfway. He waits for you to come
to him. Something very important
is happening. He wants to see you
by Levi's and Lee
by Kennington, Madman and Saturdays
move. He wants to get an imThese jackets regularly sold
Assorted Styles and Patterns
pression about your posture, your
stride, and your briskness.
at $22. 00 to $30. 00
Regularly sold at $13. oo to $19. oo
If you slouch over to him,
sidewinderlike, he is not going to be
impressed. He'll figure you would
probably slouch your way through
your workdays. He wants you to
come at him with lots of good
things going for you. If you watch
Select group of
the recruiter's eyes, you can see the
inspection. He glances quickly at
shoes, pants, coat, shirt; dress,
blouse, hose-the whole works.
After introducing himself, the
recruiter will probably say, "Okay,
Some coordinate with Jackets above
please follow me," and he'll lead
Regularly sold at $16. oo to $2o.oo
you into his interviewing room.
When you get to the room, you
Junior Sizes
Sizes29to36
may find that the recruiter will open
5 to 13
·
the door and gesture you in-with
NOW ONLY
.
Broken Sizes
NOW ONLY
him blocking part of the doorway.
.
BrokeR Sizes
Assorted Colors
There's enough room for you to get
past him, but it's a near thing.
As you scrape past, he gives you
a closeup inspection. He looks at
Store front parking - No Layaways Please - All Sales Final
your hair; if it's greasy, that will
bother him. He looks at your
BOTH STORES
collar; if it's dirty, that will bother
him. He looks at your shoulders; if
they're covered with dandruff, that
will bother him. If you're a man, he
looks at your chin. If you didn't get
a close shave, that will irritate him.
\
7
,·
If you're a woman, he checks your
NEW MEXICO'S LARGEST PANT SELECTION
makeup. If it's too heavy, he won't
like it.
2001 Eubank N.E. • Phone 298·8280 ·
.Then he smells you. An amazing
6000 Montgomery N.E. • Phone 881·8710
nQmber of people smell bad.
Occasionally a recruiter meets a
STORE HOURS: M, nday thru Friday 10·9, Saturday 10-6
student who smells like a canal
horse. 'That student can expeclan

BEAU BRITCHES
IS DOING IT AGAIN!

AND, THE MESSAGE IS SPECTACULAR

ALL ITEMS ARE FROM OUR REGULAR INVENTORY

"FASHION JEANS

PREWASH ED JEANS

MEN'S POLVESTER
LEISURE JACKETS

MEN'S LONG SLEEVED
SHIRTS

NOWONLYsaaa

NOWONLY sgaa

GALS' SHIRTS
BLOUSES AND JACKETS

Men's Polyester

. KNIT JEANS &SLACKS

$688

$788

.

*BEAU*
/81\ITGRES.

